
AN BILLE LEASA SHOISIALAIGH, 1993 
SOCIAL WELFARE BILL, 1993

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

Introduction
The Bill provides for the increases from July in the rates of Social 

Welfare payments announced in the Budget and for a number of 
other improvements in social welfare schemes. It also provides for 
the PRSI Exemption Scheme and certain changes in relation to 
PRSI contributions. Provisions for the consolidation and alignment 
(including certain amendments) of existing legislative provisions 
designed to facilitate the consolidation of Social Welfare legislation 
are also included together with a number of amendments to the 
Pensions Act, 1990.

The Bill contains 7 Parts.

Part l (Sections 1 and 2) contains the usual provisions for short 
title, construction and collective citation.

Part II (Sections 3 to 7) provides for:
— an increase of 3.5 per cent, in the weekly personal and adult 

dependant rates and increases in the weekly child dependant 
rates of social insurance and social assistance payments;

— an overall increase of almost 5 per cent, in the personal rate of 
short-term payments including Disability Benefit, Unem
ployment Benefit and short-term Unemployment Assistance;

— an additional increase in the Carer’s Allowance to bring it up 
to the rate of Old Age (Non-Contributory) Pension;

— an additional increase in the Orphan’s (Non-Contributory) Pen
sion to bring it up to the rate of Orphan’s (Contributory) 
Allowance;

— an increase to £20 per month in Child Benefit rates for each of 
the first three children and a new grant of £200 to mothers on 
the birth of twins;

— an increase in the amount of reckonable weekly earnings dis
regarded in calculating Pay-Related Benefit; and

— increases in the income limits under the Family Income Sup
plement scheme.

Part III (Sections 8 to 15) contains a number of amendments in 
social welfare schemes. These include:

— provision to facilitate an increase in the maximum payment of 
Maternity Allowance and provision to extend entitlement to 
Maternity Allowance to additional categories of women by 
Regulations;
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— extension of entitlement to Invalidity Pension to certain persons 
incapacitated for less than a year;

— improved provision for payments to certain recipients of Carer’s 
Allowance on the death of a pensioner;

— extension of the definition of adult dependant to include one of 
a cohabitating couple who does not have the care of a qualified 
child;

— improved provisions relating to the linking of claims for Dis
ability Benefit;

— provision to enable prescribed amounts to be disregarded in the 
assessment of means for Unemployment Assistance;

— provision that people in full-time education will not be entitled 
to receive Unemployment Assistance (or Supplementary Wel
fare Allowance) other than in such circumstances and subject 
to such conditions and for such periods as may be prescribed. 
This section also extends child dependant increases to recipients 
of short-term payments in certain circumstances in respect of 
children over 18 years in full-time education; and

— extension to Pre-Retirement Allowance of the provisions for 
the limitation of payments to couples which apply for the Unem
ployment Assistance scheme. This amendment brings the legis
lative provisions into line with administrative practice.

Part IV (Sections 16 to 21) provides for the PRSI Exemption Scheme 
for employers and for a number of other changes relating to the 
payment and collection of social insurance contributions. These 
include:

—increases in the earnings ceilings for PRSI contributions and an 
increase in the minimum contributions payable by the self- 
employed;

—regulatory powers to enable the assignment of functions relating 
to the collection of PRSI contributions to persons other than the 
Collector-General;

—provision that in the normal course, self-employed people will 
be required to have paid in full all self-employment contributions 
due, in order to establish entitlement to Old Age (Contributory) 
Pension and Widow’s (Contributory) Pension; and

—provision to exempt recipients of Pre-Retirement Allowance 
from liability for self-employment contributions.

Part V (Sections 22 to 26) provides for a number of miscellaneous 
changes in the Social Welfare code. These include:

—provision for a disqualification of up to nine weeks for people 
found to be fraudulently claiming a social welfare payment;

—provision for the allocation and issue of personal social services 
numbers;

—clarification of the basis for the assessment of non-cash benefits 
as means for Lone Parent’s Allowance; and

—provision that the sex of a claimant of Unemployment Benefit or 
Assistance will no longer be a factor in determining whether an 
employment is suitable for that claimant.

Part VI (Sections 27 to 41) provides for the consolidation and 
alignment of existing provisions, including certain amendments to 
existing provisions, designed to facilitate the consolidation of Social 
Welfare legislation. These include:
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—provisions relating to claims and payments;
—provisions relating to social welfare inspectors;
—provisions relating to overpayments including certain amend

ments to existing provisions and provision for regulatory powers 
to establish a Code of Practice as how to deal with overpayments;

—the extension to assistance schemes of provisions for recovery of 
any social welfare benefit lost by an employee through failure or 
delay by an employer in paying PRSI contributions;

—provisions concerning the requirement on claimants of assistance 
schemes to provide notification of changes in their means and 
the repayment of assistance overpaid;

—consolidation of existing provisions relating to penalties for 
offences under the Social Welfare Acts; and

—miscellaneous amendments to the Social Welfare (Consolidation) 
Act, 1981 arising from the consolidation provisions.

Part VII (Sections 42 to 52) provides for a number of amendments 
to the Pensions Act, 1990.

PART II 

Increases

Social Insurance
Section 3 provides for an increase of 3.5 per cent, generally in the 

weekly personal and adult dependant rates and increases in child 
dependant rates of social insurance payments from July, 1993, and 
an overall increase of almost 5 per cent, in short-term payments 
including Disability Benefit, Unemployment Benefit and Injury Ben
efit. The personal rates of Disability Benefit and Unemployment 
Benefit are being increased to a new weekly rate of £55.60.

The personal rates of Old Age (Contributory) Pension and Retire
ment Pension are being increased by £2.30 a week to £68.90, while a 
person with an adult dependant under 66 years gets an increase of 
£3.80 a week to £112.80, and to £118.40 a week if the adult dependant 
is 66 years or over. The rates of Widow’s (Contributory) Pension and 
Deserted Wife’s Benefit are being increased by £2.10 a week to £62.60 
from July, 1993. The rates of Invalidity Pension and of pensions and 
lump sum gratuities under the Occupational Injuries Benefits scheme 
are also being increased. The maximum personal weekly rate of 
Disablement Pension and the personal rates of pension for widows 
and invalided widowers under the Occupational Injuries Benefits 
scheme are being increased by £2.70 a week from July, 1993. The 
minimum child dependant increase of social insurance payments is 
being increased to £12.80 per week.

The following table shows the effects of the increases on the 
principal rates of benefit payable under the social insurance schemes:

Present
Rate

Proposed
Rate

£ £
Disability and Unemployment Benefit:

—Personal Rate 53.00 55.60
—Married Couple 87.30 91.10
—Married Couple with 2 children 112.30 116.70

’Old Age (Contributory) Pension/Retirement Pension:
—Personal Rate — under 80 years 66.60 68.90
—Personal Rate — 80 years and over 71.00 73.50
Married Couple:
—Pensioner under 80 with adult dependant over 66 114.40 118.40
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Present
Rate

Proposed
Rate

£ £
—Pensioner 80 and over with adult dependant over 66 118.80 123.00

•Invalidity Pension (under 66):
—Personal Rate 58.70 60.80
—Married Couple 97.40 100.90
—Married Couple with 2 children 126.60 130.70

•Widow’s (Contributory) Pension and Deserted Wife’s 
Benefit:
—Personal Rate (under 80) 60.50 62.60
—With 2 children 92.90 95.60
—Personal Rate (80 and over) 64.90 67.20

Orphan’s (Contributory) Allowance: 37.90 39.20

•An additional amount of £4.70 per week is payable to a person who has attained 
pension age and is living alone.

In addition, an increase of £4.60 is payable to pensioners who have attained 80 years 
of age.

Social Assistance
Section 4 provides for an increase of 3.5 per cent, generally in the 

weekly personal and adult dependant rates and for increases in child 
dependant rates of social assistance payments, with special higher 
increases for the lowest paid from July, 1993. There are increases of 
£2 a week in the long-term personal rate of Unemployment Assist
ance, Pre-Retirement Allowance, Old Age (Non-Contributory) Pen
sion, Widow’s (Non-Contributory) Pension and Lone Parent’s 
Allowance is being increased by £2 to £59.20. The personal rate of 
the Carer’s Allowance is being increased by £6.20 (11.7 per cent.) to 
£59.20 to bring it into line with other long-term social assistance 
payments. The personal rates of short-term Unemployment Assist
ance and Supplementary Welfare Allowance are being increased by 
£2.60 (5 per cent.) to £55.60. The rate of Orphan’s (Non-Con
tributory) Pension is being increased by £6.70 (20.6 per cent.) to 
£39.20 per week, bringing it into line with Orphan’s (Contributory) 
Allowance under the social insurance system.

The maximum personal weekly rate of Old Age (Non-Con- 
tributory) Pension and Blind Pension, payable to persons aged 80 or 
over, is being increased by £2.20 to £63.80. A married couple both 
over 66 years will now get £118.40 a week.

The minimum child dependant allowance from July, 1993 will be 
£12.80 per week.

The following table shows the effects of the increases on levels of 
payment under the social assistance schemes:

Present
Rate

Proposed
Rate

£ £
Unemployment Assistance

(Short-Duration):
—Personal Rate 53.00 55.60
—Married Couple 87.30 91.10
—Married Couple with 2 children 112.30 116.70

Unemployment Assistance (Long-Duration) and Pre-
Retirement Allowance:
—Personal Rate 57.20 59.20
—Married Couple 91.50 94.70
—Married Couple with 2 children 116.50 120.30

•Old Age (Non-Contributory) Pension and Blind Pension 
(under 80):
—Personal Rate 57.20 59.20
—Married Couple 91.50 94.70
—Married Couple with 2 children 116.50 120.30
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Present

Rate
Proposed

Rate

•Widow’s (Non-Contributory) Pension and Allied Pay-
£ £

ments:
—Personal Rate (under 66) 57.20 59.20
—Widow with 2 children 86.40 89.00

Lone Parent’s Allowance:
(includes payment for 1 child) 71.80 74.10

Carer’s Allowance:
—Personal Rate 53.00 59.20
—Carer with 2 children 78.00 84.80

Orphan’s (Non-Contributory) Pension: 32.50 39.20

•An additional amount of £4.70 is payable to a person who has attained pensionable 
age and is living alone.

In addition, an increase of £4.60 is payable to pensioners who have attained 80 years 
of age.

Child Benefit
Section 5 provides for an increase in Child Benefit of £4.20 per 

month to £20 for each of the first three children in a family, an increase 
of 26.6 per cent. The increased rates will take effect from September 
1993. Tlie section also provides for the introduction of a £200 grant 
to mothers on the birth of twins, from July, 1993.

Pay-Related Benefit
Section 6 provides for an increase from £78 to £80 in the amount 

of weekly earnings which are disregarded in calculating the weekly 
rate of Pay-Related Benefit.

Family Income Supplement (FIS)
Section 7 provides for an increase of £20 from July, 1993, in the 

weekly income limits below which families can qualify for FIS. The 
weekly limit for a family with four children will now be £235 a week 
and for a family with eight or more children, £314 a week.

PART III

Maternity Allowance Scheme
Section 8 provides for regulatory powers to entitle to Maternity 

Allowance categories of women who do not meet the employment 
and contribution conditions attached to the scheme, for example, 
women employed abroad as volunteer development workers who 
wish to claim Maternity Allowance on their return home. The section 
also makes provision to facilitate an increase in the maximum weekly 
rate of payment of Maternity Allowance from £154 to £159 from July, 
1993. The minimum payment, currently £60, will be increased to £65.

Invalidity Pension
Section 9 provides for regulatory powers for entitling to Invalidity 

Pension persons who are incapacitated for less than one year in certain 
prescribed circumstances.

Payment after Death
Under existing arrangements where one of a married couple is in 

receipt of a Carer’s Allowance by virtue of caring for his or her spouse 
and the spouse being cared for dies, payment of the Carer’s Allowance 
ceases from the date of death. While the carer receives payment of 
the deceased spouse’s pension for six weeks after the date of death, 
payment is limited to the personal rate of pension to which the 
deceased spouse was entitled.



Section 10 provides for the extension of “after death payments” to a 
spouse in receipt of Carer’s Allowance to include the adult dependant 
allowance if such allowance would have been payable but for the fact 
that the Carer’s Allowance was in payment.

Definition of Adult Dependant
Section 11 provides for an amendment to the definition of an adult 

dependant to include one of a cohabiting couple who does not have 
the care of children. Under existing provisions a person can qualify 
for an increase in respect of a dependent spouse where the spouse 
does not have weekly income in excess of £55 or is not in receipt of 
a social welfare payment in their own right. Increases are also payable, 
other than in the Old Age Pension and Supplementary Welfare 
Allowance schemes, in respect of one of a cohabitating couple only 
where the person has the care of at least one child. Under this section, 
it will no longer be a requirement for one of a cohabiting couple to 
have the care of a qualified child for the purpose of entitlement to an 
increase for an adult dependant. This section brings the provisions 
for an adult dependant in the case of cohabiting couples into line with 
those applying to married couples for all social welfare payments.

Linking of Disability Benefit Claims
Payment of Disability Benefit is limited in certain cases to a 

maximum of 312 days in a period of interruption of employment. A 
person’s claim may link with a previous claim in determining the 312 
day period of entitlement. Section 12 improves these arrangements 
by providing that a current period of incapacity cannot link with a 
period of incapacity more than one year prior to the previous claim 
for the purpose of determining the maximum duration for which 
Disability Benefit can be paid.

Assessment of Means for Unemployment Assistance
Section 13 amends the provisions for the assessment of means for 

Unemployment Assistance by providing for regulatory powers to 
prescribe amounts to be disregarded in assessing income from employ
ment under a contract of service. In addition, this section provides 
that long-term social welfare payments received by a spouse/partner 
will not, as in the case of short-term payments, be assessed as means.

Students and Unemployment Assistance
Section 14 provides that people in full-time education will not 

be entitled to claim Unemployment Assistance (or Supplementary 
Welfare Allowance) other than in such circumstances and subject to 
such conditions and for such periods as may be prescribed. In the 
case of second-level students, section 14 provides that they will not 
be eligible to claim Unemployment Assistance (or Supplementary 
Welfare Allowance) for three months after completing second-level 
education. Section 14 also extends child dependant allowances to 
recipients of short-term payments in respect of children aged 18 and 
over for a period of three months after completion of second-level 
education. Heretofore child dependant allowances, in respect of 
children over 18 in full-time education were only payable to recipients 
of long-term payments.

Pre-Retirement Allowance
Under existing provisions the total amount payable to a couple, 

where one spouse/partner is getting Unemployment Assistance and 
the other spouse/partner is getting a social insurance payment or Old 
Age Pension, is limited to the appropriate married rate of payment. 
Section 15 extends these arrangements to Pre-Retirement Allowance 
thereby bringing the legislative provisions into line with administrative 
practice.
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PART IV

Social Insurance Contributions
Sections 16 and 17 provide for an increase of £1,000 in the ceiling 

up to which PRSI contributions are payable by employers, employees 
and the self-employed with effect from 6 April, 1993. Section 16 
provides for a new ceiling of £21,300 for employers and £20,000 for 
employees. Section 17 provides for an increase in the ceiling for self- 
employed people to £20,000. Section 17 also increases the minimum 
yearly self-employment contribution from £234 to £250 and provides 
for an increase in the special reduced rate contribution payable by 
the self-employed from £116 to £124.

PRSI Exemption Scheme
Section 18 provides for the introduction of a PRSI Exemption 

Scheme for employers who take on new employees from the Live 
Register. Under this scheme employers, who have taken on additional 
employees between 19 October, 1992 and 19 September, 1993, will 
not have to pay the employer element of PRSI contributions in respect 
of such employees for two years from 6 April, 1993 provided the 
employees concerned represent a net increase in the number of 
employees in their employment.

Collection of Contributions
Section 19 provides for regulatory powers to assign the collection 

of social insurance contributions to persons other than the Collector 
General of the Revenue Commissioners. This section enables regu
lations to be made, subject to approval by the Minister for Finance, 
to assign part of that responsibility to other people.

Self-Employment Contributions and Contributory Pensions
Section 20 provides that Old Age (Contributory) Pension and 

Widow’s (Contributory) Pension will not be payable on the basis 
of the insurance record of a self-employed person unless all self- 
employment contributions, which that person was liable to pay, have 
been paid. The section also contains a provision enabling the Minister 
to exempt people from this requirement having regard to the cir
cumstances of a particular case.

Recipients of Pre-Retirement Allowance and Self-Employment 
Contributions

Section 21 exempts recipients of Pre-Retirement Allowance who 
are self-employed from social insurance. This brings the provisions 
into line with those applying to recipients of Unemployment Assist
ance who are self-employed.

PART V

Miscellaneous Amendments to the Social Welfare Code 

Disqualification
Section 22 provides for disqualification for receipt of a social welfare 

payment (other than Child Benefit) where a person is found to be 
fraudulently claiming. Under current provisions a person receives an 
automatic disqualification for the receipt of any social welfare pay
ment (other than Child Benefit) for a period of three months where 
convicted of fraudulently receiving a payment. Section 23 also pro
vides that a person who receives an automatic disqualification for 
either nine weeks or three months shall not be entitled to claim 
Supplementary Welfare Allowance during the period of dis
qualification other than in respect of his adult or child dependants.
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Personal Social Services Number
Section 23 provides that the Minister may allocate and issue personal 

social services numbers and requires any claimant to furnish his 
number and that of his dependants when required to do so for the 
purposes of any social welfare payment.

Assessment of Means
Section 24 clarifies the basis for the assessment of non-cash benefits 

as means in the Lone Parent’s Allowance scheme.

Unemployment Payments
Section 25 amends the present provisions relating to entitlement to 

Unemployment Assistance and Unemployment Benefit, removing 
the requirement that the sex of a person be taken into account in 
determining whether or not the person is unable to obtain suitable 
employment.

Insurable (Occupational Injuries) Employment
Section 26 provides that unemployed people participating in certain 

prescribed training courses will be insurable at Class J.

PART VI

Amendments to Align and Consolidate Various Provisions of the Social 
Welfare Code

Existing provisions relating to general administrative arrangements, 
powers and duties of social welfare inspectors and offences are pro
vided for collectively in Chapter 17 of Part II of the Social Welfare 
(Consolidation) Act, 1981 in the case of social insurance payments. 
However, in the case of the various social assistance schemes the 
relevant provisions are provided for separately for each scheme in 
the Consolidation Act or by way of regulations which apply and 
modify existing provisions of the Consolidation Act. The provisions 
for social insurance and social assistance schemes are similar with 
only minor variations between schemes. In addition to consolidating 
the various provisions, including those applied by way of regulations, 
Section 27 aligns the provisions so as to apply a single consistent set 
of provisions in relation to these areas to all social welfare schemes.

Section 27 provides for the following:

Claims
— provision that a claim to benefit be made in the prescribed 

manner; and
— regulatory powers in relation to claims made outside of the 

appointed time for making the claim and for the receipt of 
claims made by post.

Payments
regulatory powers in relation to:

— the time and manner of payment of benefit;
— information to be provided by a person when applying for 

payment of a benefit;
— payments to be made by An Post; and
— payment to appointed persons.
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Social Welfare Inspectors
— the appointment of social welfare inspectors and the issuing of 

certificates of appointment. Section 27 also provides for the 
powers and duties of social welfare inspectors and the require
ments placed on persons in matters arising under the Social 
Welfare Acts for investigation by social welfare inspectors.

These provisions include:
— powers of inspectors to investigate any matter relating to a social 

insurance payment, social assistance payment, liability for and 
payment of social insurance contributions, Child Benefit, Family 
Income Supplement and liability of a person to contribute 
towards the maintenance of his family;

— power to enter premises to interview and obtain statements 
from people;

— the furnishing by a claimant or his employer of information and 
documents to social welfare inspectors;

— the maintaining of records by employers for inspection by social 
welfare inspectors; and

— the requirement to retain, for a period of two years, copies of 
statements issued under the Minimum Notice and Terms of 
Employment Act, 1973.

Offences
Section 27 also consolidates existing provisions governing offences 

relating to the various social welfare payments and non-payment of 
employment contributions so as to apply a single set of provisions for 
all offences under the Social Welfare code.

Penalties
Section 28 consolidates the various existing provisions relating to 

the penalties applying to offences under the Social Welfare Acts. At 
present these penalties are provided for separately in the Social 
Welfare (Consolidation) Act, 1981, in the case of the various social 
insurance and social assistance payments. Section 28 provides for one 
set of provisions for penalties relating to all offences provided for 
under the consolidated provisions for offences in Section 27.

Amendment of Section 296
Section 29 is an amendment to section 296 of the Social Welfare 

(Consolidation) Act, 1981, arising from the provisions of Section 27.

Repeals
Section 30 provides for a number of repeals to the Social Welfare 

(Consolidation) Act, 1981, arising from the consolidation provisions 
in Section 27.

Alignment and Consolidation of Provisions Relating to Decisions 
and Effect of Decisions, Overpayments, Repayments, Interim Pay
ments and Suspension of Payment.

Section 31 provides for the alignment and consolidation of existing 
provisions relating to decisions, overpayments, repayments, interim 
payments and suspension of payment. In doing so, this section also 
provides for a number of changes to the existing provisions designed 
to remove a number of inconsistencies which exist at present in the 
treatment of overpayments. In addition the section brings certain 
regulatory provisions into primary legislation.
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The provisions covered by Section 31 include:
— powers of deciding officers and appeals officers in making 

revised decisions including provision that a deciding officer 
may revise a decision of an appeals officer where a change of 
circumstances has come to light since the original decision was 
given;

— provision that any revised decision of a deciding officer or 
appeals officer may give rise to an overpayment;

— regulatory powers to enable interim payments to be made as a 
temporary measure where matters are pending arising out of a 
decision or an appeal for any social welfare payment;

— suspension of payment, and
— recovery of overpayments.

Section 31 consolidates the provisions relating to recovery of over
payments by way of proceedings and by deduction from subsequent 
social welfare payments.

In addition it now provides for recovery of overpayments of any 
benefit or assistance by way of deduction from subsequent social 
welfare payments (other than Child Benefit or FIS) or by proceedings 
and for the recovery of overpayments arising from Departmental 
error by way of deduction from subsequent social welfare payments 
(other than Child Benefit or FIS).

Code of Practice
Section 31 also provides regulatory powers for the introduction of 

a Code of Practice as to how to deal with overpayments. This will 
enable a flexible approach to be adopted which will take account of 
the particular circumstances which give rise to the overpayment and 
the circumstances of the person concerned.

Repeals consequential on Section 31
Section 32 provides for a number of repeals to the Social Welfare 

(Consolidation) Act, 1981, arising from the consolidation provisions 
in Section 31.

Notification of Increases in Means
Section 33 consolidates existing provisions in relation to the noti

fication of increases in claimant’s and recipient’s means to cover all 
social assistance payments.

Section 34 extends to all assistance schemes existing provisions 
applying in the Old Age Pension scheme, under which the personal 
representative of a deceased pensioner must give the Minister three 
months notice of his intention to distribute the assets of the pensioner’s 
estate.

Sections 35, 36 and 38 provide for technical amendments to the 
Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act, 1981; section 8 of the Social 
Welfare Act, 1987; section 8 of the Social Welfare (No. 2) Act, 1987 
and section 25 of the Social Welfare Act, 1991, to facilitate the 
consolidation of Social Welfare legislation.

Section 37 repeals obsolete provisions relating to the Intermittent 
Unemployment Insurance (Wet Time) Scheme.

Section 39 inserts additional definitions in the Social Welfare (Con
solidation) Act, 1981 arising from the consolidation provisions.
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Section 40 provides for the continuance of instruments and documents 
made under the provisions now being repealed as a consequence of
the consolidation provisions.
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Section 41 provides for bringing the consolidation provisions con
tained in Part VI into effect by way of Commencement Orders.

PART VII

Amendments to Pensions Act, 1990

Section 42 amends certain definitions in the Pensions Act, 1990 and 
inserts certain new definitions.

Section 43 provides that when regulations are made in relation to 
schemes, where the majority of trustees are resident outside the State, 
that the person nominated to act on behalf of the trustees shall be 
guilty of an offence under the Pensions Act if he fails to carry out his 
duties under the regulations.

Section 44 empowers the Minister for Social Welfare to make regu
lations in relation to schemes with members who are employed outside 
the State and schemes which are established outside the State with 
members in Ireland or where the majority of trustees reside outside 
the State.

Section 45 empowers the Minister for Social Welfare to make further 
regulations to deal with problems that have arisen in calculating 
preserved benefits in cases where a person has been in more than one 
scheme in the same employment.

Section 46 allows schemes which were fully frozen prior to 1 January, 
1993 to be exempted from complying with the provisions of the 
Funding Standard under Part IV of the Pensions Act.

Section 47 provides for the repeal of section 56 (4A) of the Pensions 
Act.

Section 48 provides that where a scheme is wound up, the trustees 
should ensure that the winding up is proceeded with without undue 
delay and in accordance with the rules of the scheme and section 48 
of the Pensions Act which deals with priorities on winding up of a 
scheme.

Section 49 would enable the High Court, in the context of the removal 
of pension scheme trustees, in the event of a petition to it by the 
Pensions Board, to allow an individual trustee or trustees to continue 
to act in that capacity, if they are complying with their trusteeship 
responsibilities. At present the Court only has the power to remove 
all the trustees. This section also allows the Court to debar a trustee 
or trustees from acting in that or a similar capacity for such periods 
as it may decide.

Section 50 provides that where there is a conflict between the rules of 
the scheme and the provisions of Part VI of the Pensions Act or 
regulations made thereunder, then such provisions will override the 
rules of the scheme.

Section 51 provides for a definition of “Equality Officer” for the 
purposes of the Pensions Act.

Section 52 amends the Third Schedule to the Pensions Act to provide
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that benefits secured by Additional Voluntary Contributions and 
transfers receive appropriate priority in the event of the winding up 
of the scheme.

Wt. P33954/B/3. 1,325. 3/93. Cahill. (X26277). G.16.
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